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Detail of Spirit Core

Spirit Mass

Spirit of Zion
Rev. 14:8

God as Father
John 20:17

Anti-spirit Mass

Spirit of Babylon
Daniel 4:30

satan as father
John 8:44

Spirit    CoreSelflessness leads to Spirit Growth
- Growth comes through embracing the 

eternal cross of Christ, accepting sacrifice, 

hardship and suffering which reduces anti-

spirit (self) mass (resistance over time) and 

increases spirit mass (spiritual maturity or 

character) which is seen as childlike faith 

(lowly, loving, trusting and forgiving) and 

selflessness.

- Movement is achieved by repentance of 

evil works (self) – Ezekiel 18:27

- Built by choices to be obedient to Jesus
- The Holy Spirit connects to spirit to lead 

and guide us – Malachi 2:16

- Eternal in nature as the spirit comes from 
God

- God s will

Selfishness leads to Anti-spirit Growth
- Growth comes through rejecting the eternal 

cross of Christ, embracing selfishness, self 

will and self love which reduces spirit mass 

(resistance over time) and increases anti-

spirit (self) mass (immaturity and 

inhumanness) which is seen as 

childishness (proud, bitter, distrustful and 

unforgiving) and selfishness.

- Movement is achieved by repentance of 

good works (spirit) – Ezekiel 18:24

- Built by choices to be selfish

- The flesh of others and the demonic 

connects to anti-spirit to affect us

- Comes from Adam s disobedience to God

- Self will

Appreciative, benevolent, brotherly affection, compassionate, conscientious, considerate, 

continence, courteous, even temper, excellence, faithful, forbearing, forgiving, gentle, 

glad, godly, good, harmony, honest, hopeful, hospitality, humility, impartial, innocence, 

joy, just, kindness, knowledgeable, long-suffering, loving, meek, mercy, mild, noble, 

pardoning, patient, peaceful, pure, righteous, self-control, sincere, spiritual insight, 

steadfast, straightforward, tenderhearted, thankful, trusting, truthful, undefiled, unselfish, 

upright, virtuous, wholehearted

Abuse, adultery, anger, animosity, arrogant, base, betrayal, bitterness, blasphemy, 

boasting, brawling, callous, careless, carousing, cheating, coarse jesting, conceit, 

conscienceless, contentious, covetous, cursing, debauchery, deceitful, deifying of self, 

depravity, disorderly, dissension, divisions, drunkenness, enmity, envy, evil speaking, 

factions, faithless, false accusing, filthiness, fretful, gossiping, greedy, hateful, heartless, 

high-minded, homosexuality, hypocrisy, idolatry, ill will, immorality, impurity, indecency, 

indignation, inhumanness, iniquity, insincerity, insolence, intrigues, irreverence, jealousy, 

lawless, lying, licentious, lustful, malice, merciless, obscenity, obstinate, perjury, perpetual 

friction, presumptuous, pretence, pride, profanity, protracted wrangling, quarrelling, rage, 

rebellious, resentment, reviling, rivalry, robbery, rude, scoffing, secret backbiting, self-

assertion, self-centered, self-conceit, self-gratification, selfish, self-loving, self-seeking, 

senseless, sensuality, sexual vice, slandering, snobbish, sorcery, spiritual apathy, spiteful, 

swindling, thievery, thoughtless, treachery, troublemaking, unbelieving, ungodly, 

ungrateful, unholy, unrighteous, vainglorious, wasteful living

Biblical Descriptions of Spirit as Manifested in Humans Biblical Descriptions of Anti-spirit (Self) as Manifested in Humans

Spiritual Veil
The spiritual veil conceals the spirit core from the soul to hide and 

disguise the roots of thoughts, emotions and motives. This veil must be 

torn in two by Jesus otherwise the individual is prone to self deception, 

blindness and living out of their soul. – Matthew 27:51; Mark 15:38; Luke 23:45
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The Supernatural Perspective

Spirit Mass
Supernatural

Anti-spirit Mass
Natural

Spirit Core

Spirit Mass seen as Supernatural

- Miracles, spiritual power and otherworldly 

experiences are seen as the domain of 

the supernatural

- Seen as uncommon and rare

- Often described as  spooky ,  odd  and  

 weird 

- Spirit mass is something to be ignored, 

minimized, avoided, suspicious of, 

dangerous and destroyed

- Considered a suboptimal, undesired 

existence

Anti-spirit Mass seen as Natural

- Daily average occurrences, normal 

human behavior that is to be expected is 

seen as the domain of the natural

- Seen as common and accepted as such

- Often described as  good ,  normal  and 

 life 

- Anti-spirit mass and  self  is something to 

be supported, encouraged, embraced, 

and expected

- Considered an normal, desired existence
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The Supernatural Perspective is a view of our spirit core from the eyes of  self . Since  self  came from satan our Natural 

state is considered to be one where we cater to our Anti-spirit Mass or  self  nature. Our Spirit Mass is an existential 

threat to our  self  nature and therefore is seen as an unachievable  pie in the sky  existence with no basis in reality. Our 

 self  nature is considered to be the optimal existence and we can expect no relief nor benefit from our Spirit mass or 

supernatural experiences. In the Supernatural Perspective our focus is always on  self  with spirit to be something looked 

down on in condescension as dangerous or invalid. What is considered  life  under our  self  nature is the daily grind of 

selfishness in us and those around us. A life of averageness is our lot as we reject spirit and pursue a daily, regular, 

normal life of living by  self s tyrannical rule. Unlike the Subnatural Perspective, spirit is something to be avoided, 

diminished, attacked and discredited. Instead of fighting  self  we are fighting spirit, both what is in us and God Himself. 

This perspective means a lowered bar that excuses all kinds of evil and an anti-spirit mass that draws us continually 

closer to satan and away from Jesus.



The Subnatural Perspective

Spirit Mass
Natural

Anti-spirit 

Mass
Subnatural

Spirit Core

Spirit Mass seen as Natural

- Miracles, spiritual power and otherworldly 

experiences are seen as the domain of 

the natural

- Seen as holy and valued

- Often described as  normal ,  to be 

expected 

- Spirit mass is something to be embraced, 

cherished, encouraged and loved

- Considered an optimal, desired existence

Anti-spirit Mass seen as Subnatural

- Daily average occurrences, normal selfish 

human behavior that is to be expected is 

seen as the domain of the subnatural

- Seen as common, profane and accepted 

as such

- Often described as  selfish , and  lifeless 

- Anti-spirit mass or  self  is something to be 

discouraged, avoided, and destroyed

- Considered a suboptimal, undesired 

existence
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The Subnatural Perspective is a view of our spirit core from the eyes of God. He created us in the Garden of Eden with 

our undefiled Spirit Mass as our Natural state. When we were defiled with the Anti-Spirit Mass or  self  nature it was, and 

is, seen by God as an unnatural or subnatural existence. Our  self  nature is always a sub-optimal existence from the 

natural state of Spirit that God created us to live in. In the Subnatural Perspective our focus is always on God and spirit . 

What was once considered  life  under our  self  nature is rejected for the Abundant Life of Jesus living in us. A spirit of 

excellence is returned as we reject  self  and pursue a daily, regular, normal life of living in the spirit. Unlike the 

Supernatural Perspective, spirit is not something to be avoided by embraced and held as holy. Instead of fighting spirit 

we are now fighting  self . Instead of a lowered bar that excuses all kinds of evil the spirit mass draws us continually 

closer to Jesus with a focus on excellence.
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